
Time Machine (1902): Children working
in the Pennsylvania coal mines

Children working as coal miners in Hughestown, Pennsylvania, 1911. MIDDLE: Breaker boys sort coal in an anthracite

coal breaker near South Pittston, Pennsylvania, 1911. BOTTOM: Girls in a Carolina cotton mill, 1908. Photos by Lewis

Hine, courtesy of Library of Congress. Public Domain 

Editor's Note: Coal was one of Pennsylvania's main industries. The following article

describes what one reporter saw when he investigated the lives of children working in

mines during the early 1900s. At the time, there were no child-labor laws.

This article, "Children of the Coal Shadow," mostly describes the lives of the "breaker boys."

Their job was to separate impurities from coal by hand in a coal breaker, a processing

plant that breaks coal into various useful sizes. The article was originally published in 1902

and has been excerpted below.

Searching For Coal

Walking from one mining village to another, I frequently came upon these little ones

crouching on their hands and knees, searching the trash for pieces of coal. At our

approach, the children fled like startled deer. One day, we surprised a mother with her

baby and 7-year-old daughter. The girl rose quickly as she saw us and started to turn
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away. She was so frightened that she fell to the ground beside her coal bucket. She

pointed to it, half-filled, as she said, “That’s all we’ve taken. I’ll throw it back if you’ll let us

go.”

It was some time before we could convince the girl and her mother that we did not intend

to arrest them.

“Why does the company guard all this coal so carefully?” I asked the girl. 

“All the people around here are striking,” she replied. “So, of course, the company wants

them to starve. And if they can’t get coal to cook their food with, they will starve faster.”

This was a 7-year-old child’s idea of justice — and of the company. And the children know

the company. The boys are rarely more than 8 years old when they begin working for it.

Slate-Pickers

The company’s schools for boys are the grim black buildings called breakers. In these

buildings, the lump coal from the blast is crushed into useful sizes.

After being ground in the breaker, the broken coal flows down a series of slides to the

ground floor, where it is loaded onto freight cars. The slides zigzag through the building,

and between them are a series of seats for the “slate-pickers.” Mixed with the coal are

pieces of slate rock that the slate-picker must remove and throw into another slide, which

passes to the trash heap below. An overwhelming majority of the slate-pickers are boys. All

day long their little fingers dip into the grimy stream that rolls past them.

The coal so closely resembles slate that it can be detected by only the closest scrutiny.

The children are forced to bend so low over the slides that they eventually become

hunched. In front of the slides is an open space reserved for the “breaker boss,” who

watches the boys as closely as they watch the coal.

When a boy begins to work at slate picking he receives 40 cents a day. As he becomes

more expert, the amount is gradually increased. The average wage is about 70 cents a

day.

The report of the Bureau of Mines of Pennsylvania does not list minors by their ages.

However, I am convinced that 90 percent of the slate-pickers, 30 percent of the drivers and

runners, and all of the helpers are boys. In other words, nearly one-sixth of all the

employees of the coal mines are children.

False Age Certificates

According to the mining laws of Pennsylvania, no boy under the age of 14 shall be

employed in a mine. Nor shall a boy under the age of 12 be employed in a breaker. Yet no

one who stands by the side of a breaker boss can believe for a minute that the law has
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been followed in the cases of all the children bending over the slides. The mine inspector

and the breaker boss will explain that “these boys look younger than their ages.” They will

insist that a sworn certificate setting forth the age of every boy is on file in the office.

Children's age certificates are often false. When a father wishes to place his son in a

breaker, he obtains an “age blank” from a mine inspector. In its spaces, he writes some

age at which it is legal for a boy to work. At present, no system for registering births exists

in Pennsylvania. Without some such source of evidence, inspectors cannot prove that a

father has lied about his son's age.

While the miner’s son is working in the breaker or mine, it is probable that his daughter is

employed in a mill or factory. In some mining towns are large wood and brick buildings.

When the 6 o’clock whistle blows, their front doors open and out streams a procession of

girls. Some of them are apparently 17 or 18 years old. But the majority are between 13 and

16, and quite a number seem younger than 13. Such buildings are knitting mills and silk

factories that during the last 10 years have been constructed in the coal region of

Pennsylvania.
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